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The Human Genome Project

Initiated in 1986                       Completed in 2003

Project goals were to 

• identify all the genes in human DNA, 

• determine the sequences of the 3 billion chemical base pairs 
that make up human DNA, 

• store this information in databases, 

• improve tools for data analysis and develop new tools

• address the ethical, legal, and social issues  that may arise from 
the project. 



•  1994                    0

•  1995                    1

•  2004 234

• 2017 5213

eukaryotes         429

bacteria 4521

archaea               263

Complete Genomes



The “post-genomics” era

to understand the functional networks of a living cell 

Annotation
Comparative
genomics

Structural
genomics

Functional
genomics



CCTGACAAATTCGACGTGCGGCATTGCATGCAGACGTGCATG

CGTGCAAATAATCAATGTGGACTTTTCTGCGATTATGGAAGAA

CTTTGTTACGCGTTTTTGTCATGGCTTTGGTCCCGCTTTGTTC

AGAATGCTTTTAATAAGCGGGGTTACCGGTTTGGTTAGCGAGA

AGAGCCAGTAAAAGACGCAGTGACGGAGATGTCTGATG CAA

TAT GGA CAA TTG GTT TCT TCT CTG AAT .................................

.............. TGAAAAACGTA

TF binding sitepromoter

Ribosome binding SiteORF=Open Reading Frame
CDS=Coding Sequence
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In molecular biology and genetics, a transcription is a protein that binds to specific DNA sequences, thereby 
controlling the flow (or transcription) of genetic information from DNA to mRNA.[1][2] Transcription factors 
perform this function alone or with other proteins in a complex, by promoting (as an activator), or blocking (as a 
repressor) the recruitment of RNA polymerase to specific genes.[3][4][5]

1. Annotation
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Perhaps not surprising!!!
Comparison between the full drafts of the 
human and chimp genomes revealed that 
they differ only by 1.23%

2. Comparative genomics

 Whole Genome Comparison:

Concluding on regulatory 
networks

Human and chimpanzee chromosomes are very 
similar. The primary difference is that humans have 
one fewer pair of chromosomes than do other great 
apes. Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes and 
other great apes have 24 pairs of chromosomes.

The genome was 
published in Nature on 
September 1, 2005

30 percent of all human proteins are identical in 
sequence to the corresponding chimp protein.
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CHIMP GENOME

Chimpanzees are similar to 
humans in so many ways: 
they are socially complex, 
sensitive and 
communicative, and yet 
indisputably on the animal 
side of the man/beast 
divide. 

Scientists have now 
sequenced the genetic code 
of our closest living 
relative, showing the 
striking concordances and 
divergences between the 
two species, and perhaps 
holding up a mirror to our 
own humanity. 

Chimp-human chromosome differences. The major 
structural difference is that human chromosome 2 (green 
color code) was derived from two smaller chromosomes 
that are found in other great apes (now 
called 2A and 2B [1]). Parts of human chromosome 2 are 
scattered among parts of several cat and rat 
chromosomes in these species that are more distantly 
related to humans (more ancient common ancestors; 
about 85 million years since the human/rodent common 
ancestor [2]



Comparing ORFs: 

 Identifying orthologs

A Homolog is a general term that 
describe a sequence that is related 
by any evolutionary means.

Orthologs ("Ortho" = True) is a 
sequence that is "the same gene" 
in a different organism: The 
sequences shared a single 
common ancestor sequence, and 
has now diverged through 
speciation (e.g. the Alpha globin 
gene in Human and Mouse).

Paralogs arises due to a gene 
duplication with-in a species. For 
example Alpha- and Beta-globin 
are each others paralogs.



Researchers have learned a great deal about the 
function of human genes by examining their 
counterparts in simpler model organisms such as 
the mouse. 
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 Understanding the function of genes and other parts of the genome

3. Functional genomics
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A large network of 8184 interactions among 4140 S. Cerevisiae
proteins

A single large network of 2,358 interactions among 1,548 
proteins

 A network of interactions can be built 
For all proteins in an organism

 Identifying protein-protein 
interaction:
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4. Structural genomics

Assign structure to all  
proteins encoded  in  a 
genome

CSA_PPIASE

Cys 181: active site residue
Binding cleft (motif)



• Create databases: Building cross-referenced, interlinked 
databases used to store information. 

• Search databases: Designing a way to search and retrieve 
information from the databases. 

• Compare sequences: Comparing an individual’s DNA to reference 
sequences that are uploaded and stored in the NCBI databases. 
These reference sequences have been reviewed by NCBI researchers to confirm 
that they contain no errors or mutations. They are the result of much 
collaboration between scientists. The programs used to compare these sequences 
are the work of bioinformatics.

• Represent molecular structures: Identifying and representing the 
three dimensional structure of biological molecules such as 
proteins. Computer programs that determine and represent these 
3D structures are the work of bioinformatics. 

Bioinformatics is used to: 
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Sequence databases 

Structural databases

Databases of Experimental Results

All databases are connected to understand 
the functional networks of a living cell.

Different types of data in database



Bioinformatics!

• Bioinformatics is the field of science in which biology, 
computer science, and information technology merge into a 
single discipline. 
 A marriage between Biology and Computers!

• Bioinformatics is the science of managing and analyzing 
biological data using advanced computing techniques. 

• Bioinformatics ultimate goal, (as is described by an expert), is to 
enable the discovery of new biological insights as well as to 
create a global perspective from which unifying principles in 
biology can be recognized. 



Bioinformatics

Topics include (but not limited to) bioinformatics databases, 
Genome analysis: genome assembly; genome and 

chromosome annotation, gene finding; 
sequence and structure alignment, 
protein structure prediction, 
protein folding, 
protein-protein interaction, 

The objective is to help the students to reach 
rapidly the frontier of bioinformatics and be 
able to use the bioinformatics tools to solve the 
problems on their own research.



Computers and Bioinformatics

• Bioinformatics is the computer-assisted data 
management discipline that helps us: 

Gather
Store
Analyze
Integrate (combine)

biological and genetic information (data), and represent 
this information efficiently. 



Computers and  Bioinformatics

• There are many different bioinformatics tools available over the 
Internet free of charge to whomever wishes to use them. 

• There are also many commercial software packages used in 
bioinformatics by researchers who can afford it. 

• The number of software products is growing constantly, so that 
it is impossible to list, as software developers working in the life 
sciences (or life scientists with software development talents), 
are constantly updating and producing useful new applications.





 Bioinformatics is associated typically with massive databases of:
 gene 
 protein sequence 
 structure/function information databases. 

 Discovered
 New sequences
 new structures 
 protein/gene function 

 are searched,
 Compared (against what is already known)
 gathered 
 deposited into the databases. 

These searches are done by remote computer access using various 
bioinformatics tools.



What “units of information” do we deal with in bioinformatics?

• DNA 
• RNA 
• Protein
Sequence- Mutations-Evolution-Structure-Interactions-Pathways



 Simple Sequence Analysis

 Database searching
 Pairwise analysis

 Regulatory Regions 

 Gene Finding 

 Whole Genome Annotations 

 Comparative Genomics 
(Analyses between Species 
and Strains )

DNA



RNA
• Splice Variants 
• Tissue specific expression 
• Structure 
• Single gene analysis (various cloning techniques) 
• Experimental data involving thousands of genes simultaneously 
• DNA Chips, MicroArray, and Expression Array Analyses

Protein

 Metabolic Pathways 

 Regulatory Networks

 Structure 



Applications



Questions can be solved by bioinformatics?

• I have an RNA sequence with poor expression and I’d like to 
know its structure. 

• I have a protein sequence, how can I find out what it’s 
structure and/or function? 

• How can I cluster protein sequences into families of related 
sequences and develop protein models? 

• I’d like to align similar proteins (or DNA) and generate 
phylogenetic trees. 

• How can I find out which other proteins my sequence 
interacts with?

• how do I plan primers? How do I check to know that I have 
the right sequence? 



Bioinformatics and genomics: Web-based

Many bioinformatics tools and resources are available 
on the internet as a web-based. 

Example:
Major genome browsers and major portals 

NCBI Ensembl UCSC DDBJ

These are:
• accessible (requiring no programming expertise)
• easy to browse to explore their depth and breadth
• very popular
• familiar (available on any web browser on any 

platform)



Web-based or
graphical user interface (GUI)

Command line (often Linux)

Central resources
(NCBI,
EBI,)

Genome browsers
(UCSC, Ensembl)

Biopython,
Python, BioPerl, R:

manipulate data files

Next generation
sequencing tools

Data analysis
software: sequences,

proteins, genomes

GUI software
(Partek, MEGA,

RStudio,
BioMart,

IGV)

Galaxy
(web access
to NGS tools,
browser data)

NCBI, EBI

Web-based 

GUI, MEGA

UCSG ,  Ensembl

Galaxy



Bioinformatics and genomics: Command line

Many bioinformatics tools and resources are available 
on the command-line interface (CLI).

These are often on the Linux platform.

They are essential for many bioinformatics and 
genomics applications.

• Most bioinformatics software is written for the 
Linux platform.

• Many bioinformatics datasets are so large (e.g. 
high throughput technologies generate millions to 
billions or even trillions of data points) requiring 
command-line tools to manipulate the data.



Web-based or
graphical user interface (GUI)

Command line (often Linux)

Central resources
(NCBI,
EBI,)

Genome browsers
(UCSC, Ensembl)

Biopython,
Python, BioPerl, R:

manipulate data files

Next generation
sequencing tools

Data analysis
software: sequences,

proteins, genomes

GUI software
(Partek, MEGA,

RStudio,
BioMart,

IGV)

Galaxy
(web access
to NGS tools,
browser data)

Should you learn to use the Linux 
operating system? 

Yes, if you want to use 
mainstream bioinformatics tools.

Should you learn Python or Perl or 
R or another programming 
language

It’s a good idea if you want to go 
deeper into bioinformatics, but 
also, it depends what your goals 
are. Many software tools can be 
run in Linux on the command-line 
without needing to program.



Access to Information



INSDC coordinates sequence data

 National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
 European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)
 DNA Database of Japan (DDBJ): 



Entrez: The search engine used to simultaneously search all of the 
databases at the NCBI with a single query string and user interface.

Entrez

PopSet

Structure

PubMed

Books

3D Domains

Taxonomy

GEO/GDS

UniGene

Nucleotide

Protein

Genome

OMIM

CDD/CDART

Journals

SNP

UniSTS

PubMed Central

Entrez



PRACTICAL WORK

HINT: Sign in to your my NCBI account before starting your BLAST 
analyses. If you accidentally close a window, you can always return to the 
BLAST homepage and find your searches under the Recent Results tab.



Scales of DNA base pairs



Analysis methods

 Searches
 Keywords 
 text

 Comparison
 Sequence-sequence alignment
 Structures

 Features
 Identification of (sites, domains)
 Prediction

 Sets of data
 Stored on computer

Databases (DB)



Taxa represented at NCBI 
(inludes databases such GenBank )

The most sequenced organisms

DNA sequences and other molecular data are tagged with 
Accession Numbers that are used to identify a sequence or other record 
relevant to molecular data. It is consists of letters and/or numbers that 
corresponds to a molecular sequence. 

It is a unique identifier given to a sequence when it is submitted to one of 
the DNA repositories (GenBank, EMBL, DDBJ). 
The initial deposition of a sequence record is referred to as version 1. If 
the sequence is updated, the version number is incremented, but the 
Accession number will remain constant.



Access to sequences: Gene resource at NCBI

NCBI has databases which contain a large amount of genomes and 
genes from a various range of organisms. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

It collects key information on each gene/protein from major databases. 
It covers all major organisms.

PRACTICAL WORK

1. Point your browser to www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/. 

2. From the Search pull-down menu, choose Nucleotide and search for insulin.

3. Take insulin 179512





 Add Insulin Human and then Search:  7022 

Many sequence are recorded for a particular gene. Therefore, search results can be 
somewhat redundant.

The records available for a single gene can:

(1) be from different labs

(2) represent different molecule types (e.g., mRNA, genomic DNA); 

(3) contain sequence data of varying quality (e.g., expressed sequence tag, patent sequence, 
characterized gene, high throughput genomic sequence contig); 

(4) have varying levels of biological annotation (e.g., some labs include more or less biological 
annotation on their sequence submissions).



Databases

Let’s take 
the 
Database 
GenBank



1. Point your browser to www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/. 

2. From the Search pull-down menu, choose Nucleotide and search for insulin 
human(4,969 bp linear DNA).  Or you can type in Accession number 
AH002844.2 in the For window, and click Go. 

4. point your browser at GenBank.

PRACTICAL WORK



The GenBank sequence database is an open access, annotated collection of 
all publicly available nucleotide sequences and their protein translations. The 
Genbank format is widely used by public databases such as NCBI. The Genbank 
file format is quite flexible and allows annotations, comments, and references to 
be included within the file. The file is plain text and thus can be read with a text 
editor.

A.  GenBank
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GenBank Flat File (GBFF)
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sitemap/samplerecord.html

LOCUS       MUSNGH       1803 bp    mRNA            ROD       29-AUG-1997
DEFINITION  Mouse neuroblastoma and rat glioma hybridoma cell line NG108-15

cell TA20 mRNA, complete cds.
ACCESSION   D25291
NID         g1850791
KEYWORDS    neurite extension activity; growth arrest; TA20.
SOURCE      Murinae gen. sp. mouse neuroblastma-rat glioma hybridoma

cell_line:NG108-15 cDNA to mRNA.
ORGANISM  Murinae gen. sp.

Eukaryotae; mitochondrial eukaryotes; Metazoa; Chordata;
Vertebrata; Mammalia; Eutheria; Rodentia; Sciurognathi; Muridae;
Murinae.

REFERENCE   1  (sites)
AUTHORS   Tohda,C., Nagai,S., Tohda,M. and Nomura,Y.
TITLE     A novel factor, TA20, involved in neuronal differentiation: cDNA

cloning and expression
JOURNAL   Neurosci. Res. 23 (1), 21-27 (1995)
MEDLINE   96064354

REFERENCE   3  (bases 1 to 1803)
AUTHORS   Tohda,C.
TITLE     Direct Submission
JOURNAL   Submitted (18-NOV-1993) to the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank databases. Chihiro

Tohda, Toyama Medical and Pharmaceutical University, Research
Institute for Wakan-yaku, Analytical Research Center for
Ethnomedicines; 2630 Sugitani, Toyama, Toyama 930-01, Japan
(E-mail:CHIHIRO@ms.toyama-mpu.ac.jp, Tel:+81-764-34-2281(ex.2841),
Fax:+81-764-34-5057)

COMMENT     On Feb 26, 1997 this sequence version replaced gi:793764.
FEATURES             Location/Qualifiers

source          1..1803
/organism="Murinae gen. sp."
/note="source origin of sequence, either mouse or rat, has
not been identified"
/db_xref="taxon:39108"
/cell_line="NG108-15"
/cell_type="mouse neuroblastma-rat glioma hybridoma"

misc_signal     156..163
/note="AP-2 binding site"

GC_signal       647..655
/note="Sp1 binding site"

TATA_signal     694..701
gene            748..1311

/gene="TA20"
CDS             748..1311

/gene="TA20"
/function="neurite extensiion activity and growth arrest
effect"
/codon_start=1
/db_xref="PID:d1005516"
/db_xref="PID:g793765"
/translation="MMKLWVPSRSLPNSPNHYRSFLSHTLHIRYNNSLFISNTHLSRR
KLRVTNPIYTRKRSLNIFYLLIPSCRTRLILWIIYIYRNLKHWSTSTVRSHSHSIYRL
RPSMRTNIILRCHSYYKPPISHPIYWNNPSRMNLRGLLSRQSHLDPILRFPLHLTIYY
RGPSNRSPPLPPRNRIKQPNRIKLRCR"

polyA_site      1803
BASE COUNT      507 a    458 c    311 g    527 t
ORIGIN      

1 tcagtttttt tttttttttt tttttttttt tttttttttt tttttttttg ttgattcatg
61 tccgtttaca tttggtaagt tcacaggcct cagtcaacac aattggactg ctcaggaaat
121 cctccttggt gaccgcagta tacttggcct atgaacccaa gccacctatg gctaggtagg
181 agaagctcaa ctgtagggct gactttggaa gagaatgcac atggctgtat cgacatttca
241 catggtggac ctctggccag agtcagcagg ccgagggttc tcttccgggc tgctccctca
301 ctgcttgact ctgcgtcagt gcgtccatac tgtgggcgga cgttattgct atttgccttc
361 cattctgtac ggcattgcct ccatttagct ggagagggac agagcctggt tctctagggc
421 gtttccattg gggcctggtg acaatccaaa agatgagggc tccaaacacc agaatcagaa
481 ggcccagcgt atttgtaaaa acaccttctg gtgggaatga atggtacagg ggcgtttcag
541 gacaaagaac agcttttctg tcactcccat gagaaccgtc gcaatcactg ttccgaagag
601 gaggagtcca gaatacacgt gtatgggcat gacgattgcc cggagagagg cggagcccat
661 ggaagcagaa agacgaaaaa cacacccatt atttaaaatt attaaccact cattcattga
721 cctacctgcc ccatccaaca tttcatcatg atgaaacttt gggtcccttc taggagtctg
781 cctaatagtc caaatcatta caggtctttt cttagccata cactacacat cagatacaat
841 aacagccttt tcatcagtaa cacacatttg tcgagacgta aattacgggt gactaatccg
901 atatatacac gcaaacggag cctcaatatt ttttatttgc ttattccttc atgtcggacg
961 aggcttatat tatggatcat atacatttat agaaacctga aacattggag tacttctact

1021 gttcgcagtc atagccacag catttatagg ctacgtcctt ccatgaggac aaatatcatt
1081 ctgaggtgcc acagttatta caaacctcct atcagccatc ccatatattg gaacaaccct
1141 agtcgaatga atttgagggg gcttctcagt agacaaagcc accttgaccc gattcttcgc
1201 tttccacttc atcttaccat ttattatcgc ggccctagca atcgttcacc tcctcttcct
1261 ccacgaaaca ggatcaaaca acccaacagg attaaactca gatgcagata aaattccatt
1321 tcacccctac tatacatcaa agatatccta ggtatcctaa tcatattctt aattctcata
1381 accctagtat tatttttccc agacatacta ggagacccag acaactacat accagctaat
1441 ccactaaaca ccccacccca tattaaaccc gaatgatatt tcctatttgc atacgccatt
1501 ctacgctcaa tccccaataa actaggaggt gtcctagcct taatcttatc tatcctaatt
1561 ttagccctaa tacctttcct tcatacctca aagcaacgaa gcctaatatt ccgcccaatc
1621 acacaaattt tgtactgaat cctagtagcc aacctactta tcttaacctg aattgggggc
1681 caaccagtag acacccattt attatcattg gccaactagc ctccatctca tacttctcaa
1741 tcatcttaat tcttatacca atctcaggaa ttatcgaaga caaaatacta aaattatatc
1801 cat

//

Features (AA seq)

DNA Sequence

Header
•Title
•Taxonomy
•Citation



The LOCUS field contains a number of different data elements, including 
locus name, sequence length, molecule type, GenBank division, and 
modification date. Each element is described below.

The locus name was originally designed 
to help group entries with similar 
sequences: the first three characters 
usually designated the organism;

sequence length

The various molecule types can include: 
genomic DNA, genomic RNA, precursor RNA, 
mRNA (cDNA), ribosomal RNA, transfer RNA, 
small nuclear RNA, and small cytoplasmic RNA

 LOCUS AH002844          4969 bp     DNA     linear   PRI 10-JUN-2016

The GenBank database is divided into 18 divisions:
1. PRI - primate sequences 2. ROD - rodent sequences 3. MAM - other mammalian 
sequences 4. VRT - other vertebrate sequences 5. INV - invertebrate sequences 6. PLN -
plant, fungal, and algal sequences 7. BCT - bacterial sequences 8. VRL - viral sequences 9. 
PHG - bacteriophage sequence---------etc.18.

The date of last modification



 DEFINITION Homo sapiens insulin (INS) gene, complete cds.

Brief description of sequence; includes 
information such as source organism, 
gene name/protein name, or some 
description of the sequence's function 
(if the sequence is non-coding). 

If the sequence has a coding region (CDS), 
description may be followed by a 
completeness qualifier, such as "complete cds"

 ACCESSION   AH002844 J00265 J00268

Accession Number [ACCN]: It is better to search for the actual accession 
number rather than the locus name, because the accessions are stable and 
locus names can change

"GenInfo Identifier" sequence 
identification number, in this case, for 
the nucleotide sequence. If a sequence 
changes in any way, a new GI number 
will be assigned.

If there is any change to the sequence data 
(even a single base), the version number 
will be increased, e.g., U12345.1 → 
U12345.2, but the accession portion will 
remain stable.

 VERSION     AH002844.2



 KEYWORDS GC rich region; insulin; polymorphic variation; tandem repeat.

Word or phrase describing the sequence. If no 
keywords are included in the entry, the field 
contains only a period.

 SOURCE      Homo sapiens (human) Organism

The formal scientific name for the source organism (genus and 
species, where appropriate) and its lineage, based on the 
phylogenetic classification scheme used in the NCBI Taxonomy 
Database.

 REFERENCE Publications by the authors of the sequence that 
discuss the data reported in the record.



 Features

Information about genes and gene products, as well as regions of 
biological significance reported in the sequence. These can 
include regions of the sequence that code for proteins and RNA 
molecules, as well as a number of other features.

Coding sequence, CDS = The PROTEIN CODING part 
of a CDS. Basically: the sequence you get when the 
CODING exons are connected (UTR regions are 
ignored). A CDS always start with a START codon and 
ends with a STOP codon.

 CDS

 <1..206
The feature extends from base 1 through base 206 in the 

sequence shown, and indicates partial on the 5' end

Features can be complete, partial on the 5' end, partial on the 3' end, and/or on 
the complementary strand

 4821..5028>
The feature extends from base 4821 through base 5028 
and indicates partial on the 3' end

 687..3158 The feature extends from base 687 through base 
3158 in the sequence shown in complete feature



The feature extends from base 3300 through base 4037 
but is actually on the complementary strand. It is 
therefore read in the opposite direction on the reverse 
complement sequence in its 5' to 3' direction

 Complement
3300..4037

(complement)  indicates that the feature is on the complementary strand



 ORIGIN
Contains the sequence DNA which can be 
displayed in a FASTA Format 

A sequence in FASTA format begins with a single-line description, followed by lines of 
sequence data. The description line is distinguished from the sequence data by a 
greater-than (">") symbol in the first column. It is recommended that all lines of text be 
shorter than 80 characters in length. An example sequence in FASTA format is:

>AH002844.2 Homo sapiens insulin (INS) gene, complete cds
CTCGAGGGGCCTAGACATTGCCCTCCAGAGAGAGCACCCAACACCCTCCAGGCTTGACCGGCCAGGGTGTCCCCTTCCTACCT
TGGAGAGAGCAGCCCCAGGGCATCCTGCAGGGGGTGCTGGGACACCAGCTGGCCTTCAAGGTCTCTGCCTCCCTCCAGCCAC
CCCACTACACGCTGCTGGGATCCTGGATCTCAGCTCCCTGGCCGA

B. FASTA Format



C. Graphic Format



 BLAST can be used to compare the sequences of: 

two or more proteins 

or nucleic acid molecules, 

or to compare a single sequence to a collection of sequences in a 
database. 

Note: 

The ability to detect sequence homology allows us to determine if a gene 
or a protein is related to other known genes or proteins.

Detecting sequence homology also facilitates the identification of 
conserved domains that are shared by multiple genes and the 
identification of members of a gene family.

BLAST – Basic Local Alignment Search Tool



nucleotide blast
Search a nucleotide database using a nucleotide query
Algorithms: blastn, megablast, discontiguous
megablast

protein blast Search protein database using a protein query
Algorithms: blastp, psi-blast, phi-blast, delta-blast

blastx Search protein database using a translated nucleotide
query

tblastn Search translated nucleotide database using a protein
query

tblastx Search translated nucleotide database using a 
translated nucleotide query

Note: 

The ability to detect sequence homology allows us to determine if a gene 
or a protein is related to other known genes or proteins.

Detecting sequence homology also facilitates the identification of 
conserved domains that are shared by multiple genes and the 
identification of members of a gene family.



 BLAST will use their unknown sequence (called the query) to 
search through the entire collection of nucleotide sequences at the 
NCBI to find the best possible matches (called subjects). 

 Searches can also be performed with protein sequences, using a 
Protein BLAST (blastp), if the protein sequence is known.



 The results of a BLAST search are in the form of: 

 alignments, which note regions of similarity and regions of 
difference,

 as well as scores, which assign a numerical value to the 
alignments 

 and other statistics which look at the probability of a 
random match.

Pairwise Comparison: The process of comparing two DNA or 
two protein sequences to one another, to look for similarities 
and differences between the two sequences. These 
comparisons are can be used to construct a phylogenetic tree. 



Part 1. Performing a BLAST Search 

 Obtain an “unknown DNA sequence.
 Copy this sequence using the Copy command from the Edit menu. 
Alternatively, you can save it as a text file (.txt) to your computer or 
memory stick. 

 Once you have your unknown DNA sequence, go to the BLAST homepage: 
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi 

 Choose a BLAST program to run, as shown in the  Figure 1. below. 

Practicle Work

Homo sapiens insulin 
(INS) gene, complete 
cds
GenBank: AH002844.2



 Paste your DNA sequence into the search box, “Enter Query Sequence” 
(black box, Figure 2), or upload a file containing sequence (.txt files). 

Figure 2: Selecting 
the Nucleotide 
Collection. 

Select which part of 
the database to search 
(Humans, Mouse, or the 
entire Nucleotide 
collection),

To identify an unknown 
sequence, or to find 
related sequences, 
select the Nucleotide 
Collection. 



Figure 2: Selecting the Nucleotide Collection. 

Select which part of the database to search (Humans, Mouse, or the entire 
Nucleotide collection),



 Make your Program Selection, based on the goal of your search. In this 
exercise, you are identifying a sample. 

 Highly similar sequences (megablast). Example uses: identifying a 
sample. 
 More dissimilar sequences (discontinuous megablast). Example uses: 
find closely related species. 
 Somewhat  similar sequences (blastn); best for shorter searches 
(less than 20 bases). 

 Click the BLAST button to start your search, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Starting the BLAST Search. 



Part II: Understanding BLAST Search Results and the Pairwise Comparison. 
Each BLAST result is a pairwise comparison between your DNA sequence and the DNA 
sequences in the NCBI database. Figure 4 provides information on the different parts 
of the BLAST search result. 

BLAST Report Header: 
Includes your Query 
Length (your sequence 
length). 

Graphical Overview: 
Each line red line 
represents a separate 
search result with a record 
here. 
Results are ranked with the 
best match listed first. 

Accession number: 
Unique 
identification code 
for each sequence. 

Description: Species 
name and description 
of each search result. 



Once your results appear, scroll down past the red diagram and you 
will see a list of accession numbers and descriptors for sequences in 
order of decreasing similarity to your sequence. In fact, the first 
item in the list is (or should be) your sequence (check the accession 
number to be sure). 

The two scores at the right (Identity and E value) indicate the 
degree of similarity.



BLAST Scores and Statistics: How to Rank Your Results 

Max Score/Total Score: Score of the pairwise comparison between your DNA 
sequence and the DNA sequence in the NCBI database (EX: +2 for match; -1 for 
mismatch, -2 for a gap). Higher scores mean better alignments. 
A   T  G  G T  T A  C  T 
A   - G  G A  A T  C  T 
+2 -2 +2 +2 -1 -1 -1 +2 +2 Total Score = 5 

Max Identity: The similarity of your DNA sequence and the DNA sequence in the 
database. Higher numbers are better. (100% = perfect match.) 



Figure 4: Parts of a BLAST Result. 

The Expect value (E) is a parameter that describes the number of hits one can "expect" to 
see by chance when searching a database of a particular size. 

It decreases exponentially as the Score (S) of the match increases. Essentially, the E 
value describes the random background noise..

The lower the E-value, or the closer it is to zero, the more "significant" the match is. 

However, keep in mind that virtually identical short alignments have relatively high E 
values. 

This is because the calculation of the E value takes into account the length of the query 
sequence. These high E values make sense because shorter sequences have a higher 
probability of occurring in the database purely by chance. 



Lower E- value numbers are better. 

Example 1: A hit with an E-value of 0.0 is less 
likely to be due to chance than a hit with an E-
value of 5.4 

Example 2: A hit with an E-value of 2e-8 (2.0 x 
10 -8or 0.00000002) is less likely to be due to 
chance than a hit with an E- value of 7.5 



For now, scroll down to the "Alignment" section of the results to see 
the actual nucleic acid sequences aligned against yours. 
Note the nucleotide identities to get a measure of how similar the 
sequences are. 
96 % since it is the identical sequence. 

As you scroll down through the next several sequences, though, the 
percent identity should get smaller.

blastn







 The “middle” line of each row (the line between the query and subject lines) is called 
the “consensus sequence.”  

 Whenever there is a residue that is identical for the query protein and the subject 
protein, it is indicated in this middle line by the capital letter of the amino acid.

 Whenever there is a residue that is chemically similar (a conservative substitution) for 
the query and the subject, it is marked with a ‘+’ symbol.  

 If one of the sequences must be “cut” in order to align it with the other, this is 
indicated with a “-” symbol.  This is referred to as a “gap” in the alignment.

Note: Lines of "------
" indicate gaps in the 
sequence alignment. 
Thus, the total length 
of the sequence in Row 
1 is 53 amino acids, 
and the total length of 
the sequence in Row 3 
is 58 amino acids.

BlastP





Molecular phylogenetics





Molecular phylogenetics fundamentals
All of life is related by common ancestry. Recovering this pattern, 

the "Tree of Life", is one of the primary goals of evolutionary 
biology.  Even at the population level, the phylogenetic tree is 
indispensable as a tool for estimating parameters of 
interest. Likewise at the among species level, it is indispensable 
for examining patterns of diversification over time. First, you 
need to be familiar with some tree terminology.



TRUE TRANSMISSION HISTORY
AND SAMPLING TIMES INFERRED TREE FROM GENE 

SEQUENCES





• Sequences recovered from the victim

• Sequences recovered from the 
patient

• Sequences also recovered from other
HIV-positive individuals from the 
same city

Phylogenetics interlude



• The evolutionary pattern in this 
HIV phylogeny is just like the 
pattern in human mtDNA

• In both, we see a subpopulation 
that has recently emerged from 
a more diverse “source” 
population

• A few years of HIV evolution = 1 
million years of human mtDNA 
evolution

HIV

Human

Phylogenetics interlude



Phylogeny of what?

• Organisms

– Whole genome phylogeny

– Ribosomal RNA (surrogate for whole genome)

• Strains (closely related microbes)

• Individual genes (or gene families)

• Repetitive DNA sequences

• Metabolic pathways

• Secondary Structures

• Microbial communities



Why compute phylogenetic trees?

• Understand evolutionary history
• Map pathogen strain diversity for vaccines

• Assist in epidemiology

– Of infectious diseases
– Of genetic defects

• Aid in prediction of function of novel genes

• Biodiversity studies

• Understanding microbial ecologies



Which Sequences ?

• DNA
– Very sensitive, non-uniform mutation rates

• cDNA/RNA
– Useful for more remote homologies

• Protein Sequences
– Useful for most remote homologies, deep phylogenies, more uniform 
mutation rates, more character states

Remote homologues are pairs of proteins that have similar structures 
and functions, but lack easily detectable sequence similarity.



Ribosomal RNA 16S Sequences

• These sequences exist in all organisms
• They are highly conserved
• Hence suitably for broad, very deep

phylogeny studies

• Compiled for tens of thousands of organisms, mostly microbial

. Unsuited to fine grained phylogeny



Computational Process

• Get DNA/RNA/Protein Sequences

• Construct multiple sequence alignment

• Compute pairwise distances
– (for distance methods)

• Build tree: topology + branch lengths

• Estimate reliability

• Visualize
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Sequence motif ,
Protein signatures, 

classification 
and 

functional analysis



Protein domain/family: some definitions

• Most proteins have « modular »  conserved structures 

• Estimation: ~ 3 domains / protein

-> Prediction of domain content of a unkown protein 
sequence may help to find a ‘function’ 

…Estimation: ~ 80% of protein have at least a ‘known’ 
domain



What is Protein Domain:

• Domains are distinct functional and/or structural units 
in a protein. 

• Usually they are responsible for a particular function or 
interaction, contributing to the overall role of a protein.

• Domains may exist in a variety of biological contexts, 
where similar domains can be found in proteins with 
different functions.

• Many proteins only contain a single domain, while others 
may have several domains. 



• Some domains have some clearly defined function associated with them, 
like the Rossmann-fold domain, also called coenzyme-binding domain. 

Such domains often “carry” their function with them when they 
get inserted into different proteins during evolution. 

The easiest way to characterize the fold of a protein domain is to 
search in the respective databases. 

PROSITE: Database of protein domains, families and functional 
sites



CSA_PPIASE

Cys 181: active site residue
Binding cleft (motif)

Example of conserved regions (PPID family) 
- 1 CSA_PPIASE (cyclophilin-type peptydil-prolyl cis-trans isomerase) (domain)
- 3 TPR repeats (tetratrico peptide repeat).
- 1 active site
- Binding cleft (motif)



General definitions of conserved sequence signatures

Conserved regions in biological sequences can be classified into 5 different groups:

• Domains: specific combination of secondary structures organized into a 
characteristic three dimensional structure or fold.

• Families: groups of proteins that have the same domain arrangement or that are 
conserved along the whole sequence.

• Repeats: structural units always found in two or more copies that assemble in a 
specific fold. Assemblies of repeats might also be thought of as domains.

• Motifs: region of domains containing conserved active or binding residues, or 
short conserved regions present outside domains that may adopt folded 
conformation only in association with their binding ligands.

• Sites: functional residues (active sites, disulfide bridges, post-translation 
modified residues).



Measures of Conservation

• Identity: Proportion of pairs of identical residues between two aligned 
sequences. Generally expressed as a percentage. This value depends on 
how the two sequences are aligned.

• Similarity: Proportion of pairs of similar residues between two aligned 
sequences. If two residues are similar can determined by a substitution 
matrix (e.g. BLOSUM62). This value depends strongly on the scoring 
system used.

• !!! But not Homology: Two sequences are homologous if and only if they 
have a common ancestor. This is not a measure of conservation and there 
is no percentage of homology! (It's either yes or no). Homologous 
sequences do not necessarily serve the same function, nor are they always 
highly similar: structure may be conserved while sequence is not.



Sequence motif: 

• In Bioinformatics, a sequence motif (region) is a nucleotide or 
amino-acid sequence pattern that is widespread and has 
been proven or assumed to have a biological significance. 

• Once we know the sequence pattern of the motif, then we 
can use the search methods to find it in the sequences 

• The problem is to discover the motifs, i.e. what is the order of 
letters the particular motif is comprised of. 



cell
signal

motif Gene 1 Gene 2Gene 3Gene 4
signal

?

translation

transcription

mRNA

protein

gene

chromosome
DNA motifs







Examples of motifs in DNA

• The TATA promoter sequence is an example of a highly conserved DNA 
sequence motif found in eukaryotes. 

• Another example of motifs: binding sites for transcription factors (TF) 
near promoter regions of genes, etc.



Motif discovery based on alignment 

• profile analysis is another word for this. This 
is usually done by
– first constructing a local alignment of multiple 

sequences, 
– after which the highly conserved regions are 

isolated, based on their high alignment scoring
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The Motif Finding Problem (cont’d)

Motifs can differ slightly from one gene to the next



Detect conservation using MSA 

• A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) gives a more general view of a 
conserved region by providing a better picture of the most conserved 
residues, which are usually essential for the protein function. 

• MSA contains higher information content than 
pairwise alignments



Consensus sequences
Different ways to describe a consensus, from crude to refined:

• Consensus sequence: a sequence of DNA (protein) having similar structure and 
function in different organisms.

• Sequence logos: A graphical representation of the consensus sequence.

• The height of different letters at the same position is proportional to their frequency 
in motifs: the better the base conservation is at that position, the higher the letters 
will be
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Consensus Sequences

• Useful to detect protein belonging to a specific family or a protein 
domain; much less useful at the DNA level due to the small alphabet 
(4 letters) and the low sequence conservation of DNA sequence 
elements (except for the detection of enzyme restriction sites).

• Patterns do not attempt to describe a complete domain or protein 
family, but simply try to identify the most important residue 
combinations, such as the catalytic site of an enzyme.

• They focus on the most highly conserved residues in a protein family 
(motifs, sites).
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PROSITE Pattern 

Start with a multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
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Consensus Sequences: PROSITE Patterns syntax
The PROSITE patterns are described using the following conventions: 

ex: <M-R-[DE]-x(2,4)-[ALT]-{AM}

1. The standard IUPAC one-letter codes for the amino acids are used.

2. The symbol `x' is used for a position where any amino acid is accepted. 

3. Ambiguities are indicated by listing the acceptable amino acids for a given position, 
between square parentheses `[ ]'. For example: [ALT] stands for Ala or Leu or Thr. 

4. Ambiguities are also indicated by listing between a pair of curly brackets `{ }' the 
amino acids that are not  accepted at a given position. For example:{AM} stands for 
any amino acid except Ala and Met. 

5. Each element in a pattern is separated from its neighbor by a ‘-’. 

6. Repetition of an element of the pattern can be indicated by following that element 
with a
numerical value or,  if it is a gap ('x'), by a numerical range between parentheses.
Examples: 

x(3) corresponds to x-x-x 
x(2,4) corresponds to x-x or x-x-x or x-x-x-x 
A(3) corresponds to A-A-A 

Note: You can only use a range with 'x', i.e. A(2,4) is not a valid pattern element. 

7.  When a pattern is restricted to either the N- or C-terminal of a sequence, that 
pattern either starts   with a `<' symbol or respectively ends with a `>' symbol. 



Consensus sequences and 
sequence logos (amino Acid)

Sequence logo

Consensus sequence

GTMGFGLPAAIGAKLARPDRRVVAIDGDGSFQMTVQELST



Motif Logo
• Motifs can mutate on non 

important bases 
• The five motifs in five 

different genes have 
mutations in position 3 and 
5

• Representations called 
motif logos illustrate the 
conserved and variable 
regions of a motif

TGGGGGA
TGAGAGA
TGGGGGA
TGAGAGA
TGAGGGA



Motif Logos: An Example



CTTAATATTAACTTAATConsensus

Regular expression

String Based Representation



Symbol Meaning Origin of designation 
G G Guanine 
A A Adenine 
T T Thymine 
C C Cytosine 
R G or A puRine 
Y T or C pYrimidine 
M A or C aMino 
K G or T Keto 
S G or C Strong interaction (3 H bonds) 
W A or T Weak interaction (2 H bonds) 
H A or C or T not-G, H follows G in the alphabet 
B G or T or C not-A, B follows A 
V G or C or A not-T (not-U), V follows U 
D G or A or T not-C, D follows C 
N G or A or T or C aNy 

 



• Patterns - Small regions with high sequence 
similarity.

• Profiles - Protein family or domain over its 
entire length.



• Patterns - Small regions with high sequence similarity.Alignment table from a group or family 
of proteins.

• Find biologically significant regions or residues such as:
– Enzyme catalytic sites.
– Prostethic group attachment sites (heme, pyridoxal-phosphate, biotin, etc).
– Amino acids involved in binding a metal ion.
– Cysteines involved in disulfide bonds.
– Regions involved in binding a molecule (ADP/ATP, GDP/GTP, calcium, DNA, etc.) or another protein.

• The pattern(s) created at this stage is the 'core' pattern(s).
• SWISS-PROT knowledgebase is then scanned with these core pattern(s).
• Example of a pattern entry.
• Profiles (or weight matrixes) - Protein family or domain over its entire length.A table of 

position-specific amino acid weights and gap costs (scores) derived from a multiple sequence 
alignment and a symbol comparison table to convert residue frequency distributions into 
weights.

• Scores are used to calculate a similarity score for any alignment between a profile and a 
sequence.

• Example of a profile (matrix) entry.











What is the 
HGNC?
The HUGO Gene 
Nomenclature 
Committee is the 
only worldwide 
authority that 
assigns 
standardised 
nomenclature to 
human genes. 
Please see the 
"About the HGNC" 
page for more 
information on the 
committee and our 
remit and history.
What is HGNC-
approved 
nomenclature 
and why do we 
need it?

The HGNC 
approves both a 
short-form 
abbreviation 
known as a gene 
symbol, and also a 
longer and more 
descriptive 
name. Each 
symbol is unique 
and the committee 
ensures that each 
gene is only given 
one approved 
gene symbol. This 
allows for clear 
and unambiguous 
reference to genes 
in scientific 
communications, 
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